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Blood in the Human Body 
  The important func on of the circulatory system is to supply oxygen to all parts of the body. Oxygen 
enters the body through the respiratory system. Inside the lung the oxygen enters the blood. Blood 
that contains a lot of oxygen is oxygenated blood and this blood is very red. As the blood travels to all 
cells in the body, the oxygen gets used up and the blood turns blue and it is then de-oxygenated.   

  The blood in your body is a liquid ssue that is made up of red blood cells, white blood cells and 
platelets. Do you ever no ce a clear type of liquid forming a er a cut? Part of the clear liquid is called 
plasma which is also a part of  blood. The plasma is the fluid that helps to transport the white blood 
cells, the red blood cells and the platelets. Plasma makes up the largest part of your blood, over 50% of 
your blood is plasma. Plasma also carries water, salt, proteins and an bodies to the rest of your body 
which it obtains from your diges ve system!    The red blood cells transport the oxygen from your res-
piratory system to the rest of your body. Red blood cells also remove the carbon dioxide you inhale, 
back to the respiratory system to be exhaled. They are made in the marrow of your bones.   

     White blood cells and platelets are germ fighters, they are like warrior blood cells. They help you to 
get rid of viruses and bacteria as they fight off germs. They are always on patrol looking to protect you 
and keep you healthy from bacteria and infec ons. 

     Platelets, just like red and white blood cells are also made in the bone marrow. Platelets are very 
ny but very important cells in your blood. Platelets have the important func on of stopping  the 

bleeding from cuts and scrapes. To stop the bleeding, they s ck together and form clots to plug the 
area of the cut or scrape. Platelets repair broken blood vessels by plugging and s cking to the  
damaged spots. Without platelets, it would be very difficult to stop the bleeding.  

Why is some blood oxygenated and some blood not? 

 

     Where is the blood made? 

 

     What are the func ons of the 4 parts of your blood? 

 

     What would happen if you didn’t have any platelets? 

 

    Explain what happens when you get a cut or scrape and break the skin. 

 
    List 3 ques ons you s ll have about blood. 


